ACA

EXCLUSIVE TO

COLLECTION
The ACA Agile collection has been designed
by SleepMaker and Sleepy’s, in conjunction
with the Australian Chiropractors
Association, to develop mattresses for
postural alignment, relaxation of the
muscles and spinal support. Through the
5 zoned Miracoil Advance spring system
and the latest technology, the ACA Agile will
encourage a healthy night’s sleep for each
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individual body.

ACA AGILE 200

ACA AGILE 300

ACA AGILE 400

ACA AGILE 500

For that extra indulgence the ACA Agile
200, balances plush feel foams with a
quilt layer developed by SleepMaker
called Climatex quilt providing
additional support through two
layers of dream foam with high loft
ﬁbre packed in between for a more
luxurious feel. The ACA Agile collection
is proudly tested by the Australian
Chiropractors Association (ACA), each
bed in the range is Australian Made
with a 10 year warranty.

Each layer in the ACA Agile 300 has
been carefully designed to help you
achieve an amazing night’s sleep.
The medium feel, ultra-fresh treated
foams and smooth top design,
combined with the 5 zone Miracoil
Spring support, will cradle your hips
and shoulders to help reduce stress
on your body as you sleep. The
supportive sleep surface encourages a
positive sleep environment to help you
reclaim your amazing.

The Australian made ultra-fresh
treated ﬁrm feel foam combined with
trusted spring technology, the ACA
Agile 400 is the ultimate mattress for
sleep health. The Miracoil Advance
unique spring unit features a 5-zone
system to perfectly support the hips
and shoulders, maintaining spinal
alignment support that lasts.

The ACA Agile 500 is the perfect
combination of an extra ﬁrm feel
and trusted technology. The Miracoil
Advance Spring system provides head
to toe spinal support and durability
that will care for your spine, year
after year. With a smooth top design,
stretch knit fabric combined with
ultra-fresh treated foams, you can
sleep peacefully. Each mattress in the
collection is Australian made with a 10
year warranty.
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Sleepy’s 60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee
Rest Easy! From the day your bed is delivered, you have
60 nights to ensure the mattress is right for you. If within
60 nights you are not happy with your new mattress, our
friendly consultants will be happy to discuss an alternative
mattress solution*.
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sleepy’s the mattress experts

Free Old Mattress Removal
When Sleepy’s deliver your new
mattress, we can take away your old
mattress at no charge, because we
understand that service continues
after you leave the store.

Australian Made Mattresses
Sleepy’s proudly supports local
manufacturers and suppliers.
All of our mattresses are
Australian made.
* Conditions apply. See staﬀ or www.sleepys.com.au for more details.

Reclaim Your Sleep, Reclaim Your Amazing.

